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WESBANK STRENGTHENS FOOD SECURITY IN THENDELA

Viva Ngegeje Co-operative (co-op) is comprised of five vibrant members from a small village called Thendela in Mooi
Mpofana. When loosely translated, their name means “have your hoe handy”. One visit to their garden and one can surely
tell from their produce that these co-op members invest a lot of time in their garden.
With the vegetables they grow, they are able to feed their families and make a profit when selling to the community. Now
this, according to them, is the impetus behind their hard work.
They say that they are products of in-depth training sessions. Just four years ago when the food security project was
implemented in their village, neither one of them had ever picked up a hoe - let alone imagined ever acquiring farming skills.
So, in effect, when the WesBank Masilimeni Food Security and Agricultural Livelihoods Programme was implemented in
Mooi Mpofana in 2016, the foundation had already been laid for Viva Ngegeje. LIMA facilitator Lindelwa Ndaba has built on
this foundation, imparting more household gardening knowledge to the co-op.
The project was launched in 2015. The target sites are Mooi Mpofana in KwaZulu-Natal, Maruleng in Limpopo and
Bushbuckridge in Mpumalanga. It looks to achieve two goals, one being to grow a resilient network of micro-farming
households in each targeted community by 2019 and the other to enable a resilient micro-farming hub in each targeted
community by 2019.
The interventions include training sessions on nutrition; garden layout; bed design and soil fertility; diversified crop farming;
pest and disease management; value adding and processing; seed saving and business and financial management.
The interventions are designed to categorise farmers and facilitate their
development and movement along the development continuum
(survivalist, subsistence, early livelihoods and late livelihoods).
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THE JOBS FUND
SMALLHOLDER FARMERS DETERMINED TO SUCCEED

Bonokwakhe Khanyile and Moffat Mchunu are complete
strangers yet they happen to share so much in common.
Born and bred in rural KwaZulu-Natal (KZN), the two
men are former farm workers who have now become
avid, strong-willed farmers which LIMA recruited onto its
Smallholder Farmer Support Programme.
They have come of age but this does not prevent them
from having big dreams for their businesses. In fact, they
believe they owe it to themselves and their families to
thrive.

Khanyile (pictured below right) resides in Middelrus, and is a member of the Rocky Drift Trust Farmers. “I come from
a poverty-stricken area so it had always been a dream of mine to become an entrepreneur one day so that I could provide
employment opportunities for my community,” he said.
He runs an egg business which has picked up really well since he ventured into it in September 2016. Khanyile has also
secured four contracts with local business owners, to whom he supplies 500 eggs weekly. Before this, Khanyile attempted
two other businesses, first vegetable production and thereafter broiler production. When he faced challenges which
threatened to end his previous businesses, Khanyile never thought to give up, instead he accepted that those specific
business ideas were not feasible for him and looked for another opportunity.
Mchunu (pictured above left) comes from Ntabamhlophe in Escourt. The crop farmer was taught how to farm by his parents
while he was still a young boy and he says he has loved it ever since. “I always encourage the members of my community to
farm because I know, from experience, that farming can improve one’s livelihood,” Mchunu said. In the first quarter of 2016
Mchunu made R20 000 from yellow maize. He says he has secured two contracts so far - one for maize and another for dry
beans.
Apart from their hard work, Mchunu and Khanyile also
attribute their success to LIMA facilitator Nkosinathi
Mathunjwa’s “unwavering support”.
Mathunjwa facilitates the smallholder farmer support
programme in Mooi Mpofana.
Currently funded by The Jobs Fund, the 16 year initiative
aims to provide assistance to smallholder farmers who
are seen to be underserviced and at a huge
disadvantage when compared to their commercial
counterparts.
It results in increased and improved smallholder
production, job creation, and relationship development
between farmers, markets and service providers.
“With LIMA’s support, I am motivated every day to excel
in my business,” Khanyile said.
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EASTERN CAPE AGRICULTURE
THE FUTURE LOOKS PROSPEROUS FOR THE
AGRICULTURAL SECTOR IN THE EASTERN CAPE

ABOVE: Eastern Cape MEC for Rural Development and Agrarian Reform Mlibo Qoboshiyane with Argentine
Ambassador His Excellency, Mr. J. E. Figueroa at the Rural Agro Industrialisation and Finance Initiative (RAFI) summit.

At the beginning of March, LIMA was invited to the Rural Agro Industrialisation and Finance Initiative (RAFI) summit. The
event was held in Umthatha, Eastern Cape by the OR Tambo and Alfred Nzo district municipalities. LIMA implements its
smallholder farmer support programme in Alfred Nzo District Municipality.
In his address, Eastern Cape MEC for Rural Development and Agrarian Reform Mlibo Qoboshiyane spoke excitedly about
the direction in which his department is being steered. The objective is to do away with poverty through rural development
and fuelling the agricultural sector, he said.
He emphasised the importance of prioritising agriculture, saying that the province needs to ensure that farmers are equipped
to produce crops, do agro-processing and value adding, among other activities, all within the province. He added that the
department is learning from Argentina which shares the same mission as it but is much more advanced.
“Argentina’s economy is driven by agriculture, just like my department and youth empowerment is strongly encouraged. We
too want to attract the youth by making agriculture fashionable and sexy,” he said.
Also present during the summit was Argentine Ambassador His Excellency, Mr. J. E. Figueroa, together with his delegation.
Their visit emanated from the bilateral agreement between the Argentine and South African governments which is aimed at
realising the agricultural sector wherein the ambassador and his delegation were to look at agricultural opportunities for
investment in the two district municipalities.
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NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
BUDDING SMALLHOLDER
FARMERS GROOMED BY
NDA FOOD SECURITY PROJECT

The completion of a food security initiative, funded
by the National Development Agency (NDA), in
wards 9 and 14 in Lusikisiki, Eastern Cape, has led
to promising food secure homes for some of the
project participants. Some of the more successful
farmers have now been recruited onto LIMA’s
Smallholder Farmer Support Programme.
Funded by The Jobs Fund, the aforementioned
programme has, for the past 16 years, made a
positive contribution to the lives of many farmers in
the Eastern Cape, KwaZulu-Natal, Limpopo,
Mpumalanga and Free State provinces. The
project results in increased and improved
smallholder production, job creation, and
relationship development between farmers,
markets and service providers.

The newly recruited smallholder farmers began their journey as subsistence farmers on NDA’s Household Food
Gardening Project. The NDA project started in October 2015, as a response to the high poverty rate in the mentioned
wards. Through the Agency’s funding and LIMA’s implementation, 130 households (who fitted the poorest-of-the-poor
criterion) were identified, trained, and mentored.
From LIMA’s training sessions on basic organic household gardening techniques the participants acquired skills to
establish and maintain door gardens. Over the one-year period of implementation they planted vegetables such as
beetroot, butternut, cabbage, carrots, and green peppers, among others, with inputs sponsored by NDA. The seedlings
were purchased through the LIMA/Sunshine seedlings holding nursery in Lusikisiki.
According to the Eastern Cape Agricultural Manager Meghan Ellis, the initiative was an overall success because, though
some of the participants did not show much enthusiasm for maintaining their gardens after the project funding ended,
there were those who were passionate about increasing their food security, eventually increasing their number of
vegetable plots in their garden. This meant more food to feed their families, and the possibility of selling the produce to
improving their livelihoods.
It is these farmers who were deemed passionate that are now tapping into the smallholder farming space.
Nine demonstration gardens were established at preschools and junior schools in the targeted wards. “The purpose of
these gardens was to establish a training site for the beneficiaries; they would then take these skills back to their food
gardens for practical application. The schools would use these demonstration gardens to teach their learners about
organic agriculture and use the produce as part of their feeding scheme,” explained Boniwe Ngcobo.
The intention was also that the schools would maintain the gardens
after the completion of the programme to decrease the costs
associated with running feeding schemes for their schools, she added.
The NDA initiative ended in October 2016.

THANK-YOU TO THE NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
AND THE JOBS FUND FOR FUNDING THIS INITIATIVE
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LEARNING SUPPORT UNIT
KZN PARTNERSHIP TO BOOST MATHEMATICS PASS RATE

ABOVE: Participants received their certificates at a graduation ceremony held in Ixopo on 7th February

2017, where funding partners, significant stakeholders and implementing agents were present.

There is a common understanding as far as collaborative work is concerned, that it normally results in great achievements.
The carrying out of the Family Maths Programme (FMP) in selected primary schools in KwaZulu-Natal’s Umzumbe,
Okhahlamba and Ubuhlebezwe local municipalities is testament to the latter.
FMP is an initiative of non-profit organisation Co-operative Organization for the Upgrading of Numeracy Training
(COUNT), aimed at improving the considerably low pass rate of mathematics in the country’s schools through the use of
creative, simple and fun teaching methods as well as through more parent involvement in the teaching and learning of
maths. From puzzles to card games, the programme knows no bounds! The idea is that the learning process of
mathematics should be enjoyable and not intimidating, this according to outgoing COUNT Director Penny Smith.
In 2014 COUNT began working with LIMA’s Learning Support Unit (LSU) to expand FMP in KZN through the Community
Work Programme (CWP). LSU helped COUNT to access CWP Implementing Agents and local municipalities. The
response was very positive and led to the establishment of the current multi-stakeholder partnership that comprises
government, civil society and communities.
To date, 25 schools are participating in KZN. The involvement of CWP was vital because one of the fundamental aspects
of Family Maths Programme is its encouragement of the joint participation of teachers and parents in the education of a
child. But because of the demanding roles of educators, the programme requires assistants for teachers in participating
schools.
CWP participants who were already involved in the education sector were thus carefully selected and trained accordingly
by COUNT on the FMP, and received additional accredited training. The participants received their certificates at a
graduation ceremony held in Ixopo on 7th February 2017. Stakeholders from the interested municipalities, including
representatives of the Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs, Departments of Education in the
Harry Gwala and Ugu district municipalities, Dhladhla Foundation (CWP implementing agent) and funding partners namely
DG Murray Trust, World Vision South Africa and LIMA were in attendance during this event.
According to the chief director of partnerships and special projects in the national Department of Cooperative Governance,
Fortunate Makhubu, “the strength of partnerships is that they bring on board skills, opportunities and training”. Makhubu
was therefore pleased that the FMP partnership was no exception to this. Impressed by the progress of the programme in
her municipality, Ubuhlebezwe Municipality Deputy Mayor Bathobile Ngubo announced that more schools would be
adopted in this financial year and that monies would also be put aside for the training of teacher aides. The programme is
funded by the DG Murray Trust and World Vision.
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ZOË-NAL’IBALI READING PROJECT
READING LEVELS ON THE RISE IN THE WESTERN CAPE

ABOVE LEFT: Community Work Programme trainees, engage with reading material during the Zoë-Nal’ibali training session.
ABOVE RIGHT: A CWP participant who has received training, entices the learners with illustrations from a book.

The Zoë-Nal’ibali project, conceptualised by the Stigting vir Bemagtiging deur Afrikaans (SBA) and Nali’bali respectively
was successfully launched in four Community Work Programme (CWP) sites in Western Cape. The project is funded by
the DG Murray Trust with SBA as the grantee and project partners LIMA, Nal’ibali and the Dhladhla Foundation (CWP
Implementing Agency) responsible for various activities including implementation, partnership facilitation, training and
monitoring and evaluation. The CWP is a national public employment project funded by DGMT.
The Zoë-Nal’ibali Reading project is designed to empower foundation phase Afrikaans speaking learners in mainly, but not
exclusively, rural schools in disadvantaged communities in Western Cape. The project has as its main objectives to
improve literacy levels and foster a love for reading within these communities. The project is currently implemented in
Witzenberg, Theewaterskloof, Cape Agulhas Municipalities and Cederberg within the context of the CWP partnership.
Across the CWP, an estimated 3-5% of participants are assigned to work in the education sector. They are typically
deployed at schools and crèches to carry out tasks such as cleaning, maintenance, gardening, child minding and cooking.
Some work as classroom assistants. However, few are trained to run early learning programmes with children. Linking
these models to the CWP offers participants prospects to develop useful skills; with the hope that some participants may
pursue career paths in education or early childhood development.
In the Zoë-Nal’ibali context, different levels of training were
introduced by Nal’ibali to capacitate class room assistants to
become skilled readers who could support teachers in making
reading more exciting for children and in doing so, encourage a
love for reading.
Participants from the four selected sites (Cederberg,
Theewaterskloof, Cape Agulhas and Witzenberg) as well as
organisational staff were trained as trainers when the project
expansion commenced in July 2016.
These CWP participants were appointed as skilled participants
with the expectation that they would be able to train the
participants that were not part of the Nal’ibali training sessions
and provide administrative and mentoring support to readers.
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On-site, training took place in each of the four sites which
was facilitated by Nal’ibali and a total of 98 CWP classroom
assistants were trained during this round.
A second training session that was sponsored by CWP took
place in February 2017 and included those participants who
joined the project after the initial round of training, but also
served as a refresher and reflection session for those who
attended the first round of training and were already
implementing at schools.
The combination of new and experienced workshop participants was valuable as it enabled sharing of existing
implementation experience to the wider group. New activities and ice-breakers were also introduced to grow the learning
of the experienced reading facilitators.
Participant notes with additional content were also distributed as hand-outs to enable reading facilitators to choose from a
wider selection of activities for reading clubs and a Nal’ibali “Read Aloud” story compilation was also provided to all
participants which, in addition to the SBA mini-library material and Nal’ibali supplements, provides them with sufficient
reading material for the current financial year.

ABOVE: A certification ceremony was held in February 2017 for stakeholders from LIMA, SBA, Dhladhla Foundation, Breytenbach Centre and
selected CWP participants as these members received training from the Nal’ibali Reading Campaign which enables them to train other participants
who have not attended a Nal’ibali training session. Members above have already assisted CWP participants with workshops to ensure that high
reading methodology standards are maintained throughout the Zoë-Nal’ibali Reading Project.

THIS READING INITIATIVE IS A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN:
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FRIENDS OF UKZN AGRICULTURE
FOOD SECURITY : WHERE TO FROM HERE?

The second Ukulinga Howard Davis Memorial Symposium and annual Networking Function will be held on the 23rd and
24th May 2017.
The University of KwaZulu-Natal will host the symposium, which is a research and knowledge-sharing event intended to
showcase the University's agricultural research through its facilities at the Ukulinga Research Farm in Pietermaritzburg.
Since its inception, Ukulinga has been the site of unique and ground-breaking research in several agricultural disciplines.
Two of the world’s longest running ecological trials, the Veld Fertilisation trial and the Burning and Mowing trial, were started
by Scott in 1951 and have continued uninterrupted since then.
The theme of FOOD SECURITY: WHERE TO FROM HERE? is intended to impress upon the collective conscience, the role
of agriculture and its related disciplines in the sustainability of food production and security in Africa. Is Food Security more
than just food?
The event will address the current dilemmas for innovative socio-economic development, including health, gender,
biotechnology, land issues, postharvest technology, production practices, GIS technology, extension services and more.
Guest speakers include Dickson Despommier, Emeritus Professor of Microbiology and Public Health at Columbia University,
USA; and Professor Ben Cousins, SARChi Chair in Poverty, Land and Agrarian Studies at the University of the Western
Cape.
Due to popular demand, this event is fully booked for 2017, however to support the Friends of UKZN Agriculture and to
receive updates of future events please email Mrs Christine Cuenod on cuenod@ukzn.ac.za or call +27 33 260 6557.
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RCL FOODS CSI
DO GOOD MARKET: SUPPORT HAMMARSDALE

RCL FOODS CSI in partnership with LIMA, runs an
initiative in the Hammarsdale area creating a platform for
small-scale farmers to move beyond subsistence farming
and into the marketplace by providing training,
equipment, support and an outlet for the sale of their
organic produce in the form of the Do Good Market.
Launched in early December 2016, this market provides
an outlet for this produce and is open to the public.
Fresh, attractively packaged vegetables and herbs are
delivered weekly to the Corner Shop at RCL FOODS
Head Office, and all profits go directly back to the
growers themselves.

The Corner Shop is open from 10am to 5.30pm, Monday to Friday and is situated on the ground floor of the RCL Foods
head office at 10 The Boulevard, Westside Office Park in Westville (KwaZulu-Natal).
This article and picture was supplied by RCL Foods, for further information please click here
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